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Study of Control as a syntactic and semantic phenomenon has gained momentum within the framework of the minimalist approach to syntax. Especially two recent approaches to control have been in competition: the Movement Theory of Control (MTC) and the Agreement Theory of Control (ATC). This presentation primarily deals with two aspects of control into CP-infinitives in Polish: the alleged difficulty that Movement Theory of Control faces with control into CP-infinitives introduced by a lexical complementiser or a Wh-phrase and case-agreement with predicative adjectives in this type of control:
(1) a. Maria modliła się Ŝeby zdać egzamin.
Maria prayed REFL so-that to-pass exam 'Maria prayed to pass the exam.'
b.
Maria pyta gdzie kupić ser?
Maria asks where to-buy cheese 'Maria is asking where to buy cheese?'
We will be arguing in favour of the approach to control resting on MTC proposed and developed in Hornstein (1999 Hornstein ( , 2000 Hornstein ( , 2003 Hornstein ( , 2005 , Boeckx and Hornstein (2003 , 2006a and Bowers (2005) . We will show that an empirically successful account of control into CP-infinitives in Polish rests on the strategy of 'double access', namely, the domain of the CP-infinitive must be accessed independently for the raising of the 'controller' from the embedded subject position and, again, for agreement with predicative adjectives. In order to facilitate this access, we propose a pivotal modification in the definition of the verbal phase:
(2) Every maximal verbal projection (VB Phrase) is a phase only when saturated with all of its arguments.
We take a maximal verbal projection to be vP in unergative and transitive constructions:
or VP in unaccusative constructions.
Such double access can account for both Obligatory Control properties of these constructions and optionality in case-agreement with the predicative adjective. The approach to control based on movement can account for these facts on the basis of the following assumptions: Landau (2000 Landau ( , 2003 Landau ( , 2004 Landau ( , 2006 and Bondaruk (2004 Bondaruk ( , 2006 , which contains a comprehensive discussion of control constructions in Polish. In the final section an additional bonus from adopting the MTC view of control is presented, namely the compatibility of both control relations and long distance Genitive case checking under negation in Polish. These merits, in and of themselves, do not mean that MTC is superior to ATC. They only go on to show that both approaches seem to linger in a state of equilibrium and Control in Ŝeby-infinitives in Polish cannot tip this scale in favour of either theory.
